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Cold Steel Walking Stick Slim Stick

Category:  »  Walking Sticks and ...
Product ID: 91WS
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Availability: 63,00 EUR
Sold Out

See it in our store.
Our Slim Stick represents a new departure in the world of elegant walking sticks. It's light as a feather, yet stiff and rigid
enough to offer surprisingly good support when crossing wet, slippery streets or negotiating cracked broken sidewalks. It
takes its inspiration from similar sticks used in the Filipino Martial Arts and Boxe Française (Savate). It's amazingly tough,
strong, and blindingly fast.
The Slim Stick's incredible weight to speed ratio, combined with its strength and rigidity, is the result of the materials
used in its fabrication. The mirror polished "dimpled" ball head is fashioned out of solid 6061 aluminum and double silver
anodized to resist abrasion and tarnish. But the real weight economy was achieved in the construction of its unique shaft.
Spun on a custom made mandrel from 100% black and silver carbon fiber thread it's incredibly handsome and strong and,
in our very severe impact tests, proved to be virtually unbreakable! Plus, we have equipped the Slim Stick with a small
but highly functional rubber ferrule, which really grips most surfaces and is easily replaced when worn out. If you're
looking for a new, cool stick that can be wielded fast as light and provides real functional support and balance, then the
Slim Stick is definitely for you.

  Product parameters:
• Weight: 190 g
• Total length: 100,5 cm

Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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